Route description to Country Hotel Velani in Avdou
We would be very happy to inform us with, your expected arrival time in the hotel!
The last 2 km to the hotel is up hill and an unpaved rural road.
Every car can reach the hotel.
GPS use; Set the village ‘Avdou’ as your end destination.
And from the village follow the hotel signs.

Google map

Route description from Heraklion






At the airport or port of Heraklion follow the signs to the national highway in the
direction of Agios Nikolaos.
Stay on the highway for about 25 km.
Take the exit Kastelli or Lassithi Plateau (Oropedio). In the end of the exit turn
right direction Lassithi Plateau or Golf Course.
You drive past the golf course.
The road will split in direction Lassithi Plateau (Oropedio) and direction Kastelli.
Here you follow Lassithi Plateau.
Follow this road until you drive into Avdou.
You drive past a large supermarket and the Lake Aposelemis.
In Avdou, follow the signs Country Hotel Velani and Odysseia Stables.
Pay attention that you turn to the right, into a small street after ‘Avdou
Restaurant’. The road becomes an unpaved rural road. Drive up-hill until you
meet the hotel entrance

Route description from Agios Nikolaos







At Agios Nikolaos you take the national highway in the direction of Heraklion.
Take the exit Kastelli or Lassithi Plateau (Oropedio). In the end of the exit turn
left direction Lassithi Plateau or Golf Course. Drive past the golf course.
Do not take the exit ‘Mochos’ from the highway as this route to the hotel will take
much longer time due to the mountains.
The road will split in direction Lassithi Plateau (Oropedio) and direction Kastelli.
Here you follow Lassithi Plateau.
Follow this road until you drive into Avdou.
You drive past a large supermarket and the Lake Aposelemis.
In Avdou, follow the signs Country Hotel Velani and Odysseia Stables.
Pay attention that you turn to the right, into a small street after ‘Avdou
Restaurant’. The road becomes an unpaved rural road. Drive up-hill until you
meet the hotel entrance.

Questions or help needed?
Call 0030 6942 836083 (Manolis)
or 0030 6942 858466 (Sabine)

